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I grew up in the kitchen (wink). Well, that’s because my grandmother is such a great cook. I saw
her make everything from scratch and turn them into such delicious and lovely creations.A
variety of recipes you can cook for your family and friends using your good old buddy.You will
enjoy home made meals and courses breakfast, lunch and dinner, dessert, pastry, etc. and we
have prepared detailed recipes with easy to find ingredients.Inside filled with the inspired all time
favorite recipeBuffalo WingsDutch Oven Cowboy Beef StewHerbed Whole Chicken in Dutch
Oven recipesand much much more…You will enjoy cooking and creating beautiful and
scrumptious dishes.Simply scroll up and download your copy now.Bon appétit!

About the AuthorBrian Keyser is the founder and proprietor of Casellula Cheese & Wine
CafÃ©the premier cheese-focused restaurant in the country. He has been a cheese evangelist
and educator for over a decade and has previously worked at some of the best restaurants in
New York City.Leigh Friend is a graduate of the New England Culinary Institute. She was the
pastry chef and condiment maker at Casellula from 2007-2014 after previously working at New
York City's renowned Gramercy Tavern. She continues to work in the cheese industry.Brian and
Leigh live and work in New York City. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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designed to substitute or replace of any form of medicine or professional medical advice. This
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SoupConclusionSpecial Bonus GiftChapter 1: Cast Iron: Care for Your Ware Cast Iron Skillet vs.
Ordinary Non-Stick Pan You may say that cast iron is old school and non-stick pan is the new
gig, but the latter, especially the Teflon based ones, are found to be harmful to human health.
Non-stick pans and pots have perfluorocarbons or PFC’s. This laboratory synthesized chemical,
fusion of fluorine and carbon, is now being linked with cancer, liver and endocrine failure, and
brain development delays.Cast iron, on the other hand, can add substantial amount of dietary
mineral into the dish, especially when it is well-seasoned. Well, the added dietary iron is greatly



dependent on the water content and acidity of the dish, and its ingredients. People with iron
deficiency are the ones who will greatly benefit with this fact.Another thing is that cast iron is
definitely cheaper than non-stick skillets. I think you can buy a good quality cast iron with just
$20. Meanwhile, high-end non-stick pans ranges from hundreds to even thousands of dollars.
Just that, expect that cast iron pans are 3-5 times heavier than non-stick ones.Cast iron is like a
one-stop-shop where you can have all you need in one. Since it can hold very high heat, you
won’t have to transfer your dish from a non-stick skillet to a baking dish, in case you want to bake
or roast them. It can go directly from stove to oven to counter table without a sweat.Actually,
there are two main types of cast iron: bare and enamel coated. Bare cast iron skillet is the
traditional pan we used to know. As time passed by, cast iron skillet manufacturers tried to
morph and innovate the old coal black pans into a better looking coated pans. The enamel
coating eliminates rusting requires minimal seasoning.If I were to choose between cast iron and
non-stick pan, I would always choose the former because of its timeless and incomparable
abilities and health benefits. How about you? What do you think? Did I Sea… What? I grew up
in the kitchen (wink). Well, that’s because my grandmother is such a great cook. I saw her make
everything from scratch and turn them into such delicious and lovely creations. There was this
one time, she was doing something to her favorite dark skillet and so I asked, “Gramms, what
are you doing with that (pointing to her coal-colored skillet)?” She said she is seasoning the
pan.Wait, what? Seasoning the pan? What does that even mean?Since cast iron skillets are
rough and bare (except, of course, if it is enamel coated), it needs to be coated with oil and that
process is called seasoning. Now, how do we properly season our cast iron pans?Well, most of
the time, newly bought cast iron pans are already seasoned but let me give you some
instructions and tips on how you can re-season your pans. 1.     Preheat you oven to 450°F.
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even mean?Since cast iron skillets are rough and bare (except, of course, if it is enamel coated),
it needs to be coated with oil and that process is called seasoning. Now, how do we properly
season our cast iron pans?Well, most of the time, newly bought cast iron pans are already
seasoned but let me give you some instructions and tips on how you can re-season your
pans. 1. Preheat you oven to 450°F.2. I believe that it is best to clean your pan first before
seasoning it. Prepare a small basin of hot water then use it to wash and scrub the pan. Rinse
and pat dry immediately. Warning: The only time you will use soap and water in washing your
cast iron cookware is before seasoning it. Also, clean your ware fast and do not keep it anywhere
near the counter because a moist environment can damage it.3. Dry the pan completely then
evenly spread a thin layer of oil on all surfaces. Avoid using olive oil or canola oil because they
have very low boiling point (you will know later why). I usually use coconut oil or vegetable oil
due to their ability to withhold high heat. You may also use fats and lard if you want.4. Place
the oiled pan upside down on a baking sheet then put it inside the preheated oven. Let it heat up
for an hour. Once the pan is inside the oven, it would definitely be smoky so do not dare to
peek.5. After an hour, turn off the oven and let the pan sit still. Again, do not open the oven to
peek. It would be best if you just leave it in the oven overnight to cool slowly and completely.
Note: do not be tempted to hasten up the cooling process or else you will repeat everything from
step one. Cast Iron Tips and TricksFrom the previous sections, we have learned the benefits of
using cast iron over ordinary non-stick pans, and the step by step process of seasoning and
maintaining this extraordinary cookware. Now, let me give you few tips and reminders to
consider when using your cast iron:· Keep your cast iron away from the sink or any moist
environment. As much as possible, store it in a dry warm place.· When cooking, especially
when frying, preheat your pan first. Start on low fire then gradually increase the heat up to the
desired level. This will help the pan ease up.· Do not, never ever, keep leftovers in your cast
iron pan. This will cause the pan to rust. Once the dish is cooked, transfer everything in a serving
plate. Then wipe of the excess.· Although you season your pan well for it to be non-stick, it
wouldn’t hurt to add a little extra grease on it before cooking. This will help preserve the
coating.· We couldn’t help it that sometimes there would really be a lot of food residue on our
pan and we couldn’t just wipe it off. Don’t you worry. All you have to do is clean it with sponge
and hot water. They say that using soap can damage the seasoning; I say, as long as you
season your pan well, you won’t have to worry much on whether to use soap in cleaning or not.
For me, minimizing the time of cleaning is more important because, again, sink is a moist area.
After cleaning, pat it dry right away. Apply a thin layer of oil if necessary.· It would be best to re-
season it once a year especially if you use your pan often. Chapter 2: Morning Meals Breakfast
and Brunch Breakfast Sweet Potato with Egg and Cheese Servings: 2-3Total Time: 15
minutes Ingredients1 lg. sweet potato, pierced4 eggs
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